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They draw hundreds of thousands of people to the theatres each year. Whether the film is in the
Hindi language or in English, the style, colors, and feel of a Bollywood movie are distinctive and
dazzling. Per capita, Bollywood is the biggest film-making industry in the world. Bollywood
employs more people, makes more films, and sells many times more tickets than does its
Hollywood counterpart in the United States. Because of this intense popularity, many people
want to know how to free download Bollywood movies on YouTube like 3 idiots full movie free
download. For many years this was difficult, if not impossible. However, now one can download
Bollywood movies for free on YouTube most easily. This Bollywood full movie downloader will
work well for those that want to download Bollywood movies for free from YouTube. To
download free Bollywood movies from YouTube using the software follow the steps below. With
the movie downloader program running in the background, open up YouTube and find the
Bollywood movie that you would like to download for free. The software will automatically
notice that there is a video on your browser in YouTube. It will display a download button. Press
that "Download" button and your Bollywood movie will quickly download to your computer.
After the video has downloaded, click "Convert" button to open the choose window. When the
choosing window open, simply select the device type you want to convert. Finally, click on "Ok"
to start converting YouTube movie. It is the story of a man who works for a notorious gangster
and believes, as taught by his mother, that every occupation is good. Finally, he decides to start
operating on his own and creates an empire in Gujarat, a state that is still following prohibition.
It shows the journey of his rise and relationships that make him the most powerful person in the
state. Starring Akshay Kumar and Huma Qureshi, Jolly LLB 2 is a film that depicts the judicial
system, highlighting its flaws and complexities, but eventually, reinstates faith in the system.
Jolly is a very clumsy lawyer who gets the responsibility of representing the most difficult case
of his career. This courtroom comedy-drama has a high level of suspense and action, and great
acting skills exhibited by the lead actors. Geeta Phogat is the first Indian female wrestler who
won the gold medal at the Commonwealth games whereas her sister won the silver medal. The
film is a journey of how Mahavir Singh trained his daughters and changed their lives. However,
life takes a turn and Mini is kidnapped. Trying to find her daughter Vidya meets an accident and
is hospitalized. Inspector Indrajeet is assigned the hit-and-run case and while investigating, he
finds out that Vidya may not actually be what she appears. She has a dark past linking her to a
wanted criminal Durga Rani Singh. Starring Hrithik Roshan and Yami Gautam, Kaabil is the
story of two people Rohan and Supriya who are blind, but live their lives just like everyone else,
perhaps more beautifully. They get to meet and decide to marry. Post marriage life for both is
beautiful, but it suddenly takes an ugly turn when Supriya is raped. Rohan then decides to take
revenge, and nothing will be able to stop him, not even the fact that he is blind. Learn More.
Aimersoft Video Converter Your professional and competitive video converter. What are you
looking for? Download Video. Convert Video. Rip DVD. More Products. DVD Burning Tips. DVD
Ripping Tips. DRM Removing Tips. Video Converter for Windows. DVD Ripper for Windows.
DVD Creator for Windows. Video Converter Ultimate for Mac. Video Converter for Mac. DVD
Ripper for Mac. DVD Creator for Mac. More Downloads. Besides, you can convert YouTube
video to other formats easily. Download Now Download Now. Steven Wilson. Part 1. Latest 5
Popular Bollywood Movies like 3 Idiots. Built with a video recorder which allows to capture any
online video from any online video page. Convert and download videos in batches, and directly
extract music from videos. Transfer downloaded full movies to mobile devices to enjoy
anywhere at anytime. Private Mode to protect your video downloading information with a
password known by yourself only. Part 2. Download YouTube 1. YouTube Downloader.
Download YouTube Video. YouTube Tips. YouTube Not Working. Top Download Products.
Steven Wilson staff Editor. All Topics iPhone Music Transfer. Android Music Transfer. Transfer
Music Between 2 Devices. Convert Uncommon Video. Video Converter Alternative. Extract
Audio from Video. Download YouTube Videos. Download Vimeo Videos. Download Facebook
Videos. Video Editor Alternative. Edit Video for Device. The film stars Aamir Khan , R. The film
follows the friendship of three students at an Indian engineering college and is a satire about
the social pressures under an Indian education system. It was also the highest-grossing film in
its opening weekend in India , had the highest opening day collections for an Indian film up until
that point and also held the record for the highest net collections in the first week for a
Bollywood film. In , students Farhan Qureshi and Raju Rastogi of the Imperial College of
Engineering in Delhi , struggle to compete within its cutthroat academic culture. Farhan is
passionate about wildlife photography but chose to join in order to appease his father, while
Raju is in need of a career that will extricate his family from poverty. Their roommate, the
eccentric Ranchoddas "Rancho" Shamaldas Chanchad, who is genuinely passionate about
engineering, gives unorthodox answers in class and frequently clashes with the ICE director,
Viru "virus" Sahastrabuddhe, since he believes that students should enjoy what they learn,

despite their strict teaching model. When a student named Joy Lobo commits suicide after
failing to meet a project deadline and being denied graduation by Virus, Rancho confronts Virus
about the pressure placed on the students to succeed, but his rebellious behavior puts a strain
on Farhan and Raju's relationships with their own families. Raju attempts to distance himself
from Rancho, but when Raju's paralyzed father needs a medical emergency, Rancho saves his
life by taking him to the hospital with the help of Virus' younger daughter Pia, who begins to fall
in love with Rancho. At the end of the year, Rancho is shown to have topped the school's
rankings despite his disdain for its education system, while Farhan and Raju continue to fall
behind. One night, while severely drunk, the trio have a discussion where Rancho chides
Farhan for abandoning his passion for photography and Raju for having developed a fear of
failure, but when the two bet Rancho to propose to Pia in exchange for giving up their own
fears, they decide to break into Virus' house, where Rancho confesses his feelings to Pia and
the other two urinate on his property. Virus spots Raju amidst their escape and tells Raju he will
be thrown out of campus unless he helps him expel Rancho. A distraught Raju attempts suicide
but recovers due to committed care from his friends and family. With a newfound perspective
on his life, Raju successfully applies for a job, while Farhan receives an apprenticeship offer
from his favorite photographer, Andre Istvan, and earns his father's blessings. An infuriated
Virus attempts to sabotage Raju's chances of success by holding an unfairly difficult exam.
With Pia's help, Rancho and Farhan break into his office to steal the exam papers and though
Raju refuses to cheat, the trio is caught and expelled by Virus. Pia confronts her father over her
brother's suicide, which was prompted by similar pressure placed on him by Virus to become
an engineer at the expense of his own ambitions. That night, during a rainstorm that causes
widespread flooding and power outrages, Virus' older daughter Mona, who is pregnant, goes
into labor. Unable to drive to a hospital, Rancho and the other students use their engineering
knowledge to quickly modify a vacuum cleaner into a ventouse and deliver the baby with the
help of Pia through a webcam. A grateful Virus acknowledges Rancho as an extraordinary
student and revokes the expulsions. On graduation day, Rancho promptly disappears and is
never seen by his friends again. Ten years later, Raju, now a business executive, and Farhan, a
photographer, are both successful in their chosen careers. Their former classmate and
academic rival Chatur, now a wealthy executive in an American company, also wants to meet
Rancho again because he wants to settle a bet he had made ten years prior after being
humiliated in a prank, stating that he would be more successful than Rancho. He calls them
claiming to know Rancho's whereabouts in Shimla , and the three of them head out to find him.
Upon arrival, they find a different man living by Rancho's name and degree. Upon confrontation,
the man explains that the "Ranchoddas Chanchad" they knew was actually "Chhote", his
family's orphaned servant boy, who was tasked with completing his entire education for him all
the way through, to earn a degree at ICE. He tells them Chhote had cut off all contact with his
friends due to a deal with Shamaldas Chanchad, and gives them his actual address in Ladakh.
Farhan and Raju decide to bring Pia along with them. Chatur protests the detour, as it would
jeopardize his planned meeting with the illustrious client "Phunsukh Wangdu," a renowned
scientist, but the duo crash Pia's wedding, and whisk her away from her fiance to go and reunite
with Rancho. In Ladakh, the group finds a thriving engineering school in the mountains for local
children. They learn that Rancho has kept up to date with their careers and reunite with him.
Rancho admits he is still in love with Pia and they decide to marry. Chatur assumes that Rancho
is a lowly schoolteacher, but Rancho reveals his real name to be Phunsukh Wangdu, the
successful client Chatur has been after. The friends happily celebrate their reunion and laugh at
the bewildered and desperate Chatur. Principal photography began on 28 July Hirani and his
team left in late August for the shoot with the principal cast. Hirani planned to wrap up the film
by December. From Mumbai, the crew and cast comprising Aamir and Kareena went to Ladakh
for a day schedule. The dormitory scenes were filmed at the institution's dormitory blocks. The
brains behind these innovations include Remya Jose, a student from Kerala , who created the
pedal operated washing-machine; [12] [34] [35] Mohammad Idris, a barber from Hasanpur Kalan
in Meerut district in Uttar Pradesh , who invented a bicycle-powered horse clipper; [13] and
Jahangir Painter, a painter from Maharashtra, who made the scooter-powered flour mill. The
film's soundtrack is composed by Shantanu Moitra with lyrics penned by Swanand Kirkire. The
film initially opened up on prints worldwide. It was expected to be the first Indian film to be
officially released on YouTube on 25 March , only 12 weeks after its initial theatrical release.
Officially, it was released on YouTube in May , but its access has since been restricted.
Following its success in other Asian markets , Japanese distributor Nikkatsu announced plans
to release the film in Japan. Unusual for an Indian film at the time, 3 Idiots became a success in
East Asian markets. Subhash K. Jha stated: "It's not that 3 Idiots is a flawless work of art. But it
is a vital, inspiring, and life-revising work of contemporary art with some heart imbued into

every part. In a country where students are driven to suicide by their impossible curriculum, 3
Idiots provides hope. Maybe cinema can't save lives. But cinema, sure as hell, can make you
feel life is worth living. The director takes the definition of entertainment into directions of social
comment". The second half of the film does falter in parts, especially the childbirth sequence,
but it doesn't take long for the film to jump back on track. Mayank Shekhar of the Hindustan
Times gave the film three and a half out of five stars and comments that "this is the sort of
movie you'll take home with a smile and a song on your lips. Do yourself and your family a
favour: Watch 3 Idiots. It's emotional, it's entertaining, it's enlightening. The film has
tremendous youth appeal and feel-good factor to work in a big way. Sonia Chopra of Sify gave
the film 3 stars and said "Though a bit too calculated and designed, 3 Idiots is still an ok option
for the significant message, interesting cast and scattered breezy moments. It was a satisfying
meal, don't get me wrong, but not the best meal I'd been expecting. The emotional truth that
shone through both the 'Munnabhai' movies doesn't come through strongly enough. On his
debut, he hit a hundred. With his second, he hit a triple century. It's okay, boss, chalta hai. Even
Sachin has an off day, and we still have great hope. The film has received praise overseas. A
typical Bollywood confection but also a social commentary on a dysfunctional engineering
school system that pressures huge numbers of students into suicide. The film was praised by
critics in East Asia and Southeast Asia. South China Morning Post wrote that the film "wraps a
heavy message in light comedy. It is satire at its best, a powerful indictment of India's education
system in which students cram for exams while stifling their dreams. In , Hollywood filmmaker
Steven Spielberg praised 3 Idiots , which he had seen three times and said he "loved the
emotional undertones. In addition, 3 Idiots won the Grand Prize at the 4th Videoyasan Awards,
[21] [22] held by a Japanese organisation of home video retailers in ; [18] 3 Idiots was selected
as 's best video release, beating thousands of films, anime and television shows, [22] including
domestic Japanese and foreign Hollywood productions. Prior to the release of the film director
Rajkumar Hirani commented on the relationship between Five Point Someone by Chetan Bhagat
and 3 Idiots stating:. A controversy developed a few days after the release, however, over the
fact that Chetan's credit, "Based on the novel Five Point Someone by Chetan Bhagat" appeared
in the closing credits rather than in the opening ones. They had bought the rights, made the
payment, and committed to a credit in the contract. It's there, but it's not about it being there,
it's about the placement and the prominence. He also argued that he was misled by the makers
of the film, though he noted, that "this has nothing to do with Mr. Aamir Khan [â€¦] I am a big fan
of Aamir and he has made my story reach people. However, he was told by the makers not to
read the book, and he hasn't. Thus, he cannot comment on the issue in a meaningful manner. A
few people responded to Chetan's statements. According to the Indo-Asian News Service IANS
producer Vidhu Vinod Chopra clarified that "in the agreement between the producer and
Bhagat, it was clearly mentioned that the author's name would be put in the closing credits". I
was provoked, but I shouldn't have done this. I saw myself on TV and saw how I was shouting
'shut up, shut up' like an animal. We drew a contract with him and it clearly mentions the
position of his credit. With open eyes, he had seen the contract, consulted his lawyer, and
signed the agreement [â€¦] In the contract, we have said that the title would be given in the
rolling credits. We haven't changed the font size. We haven't increased the speed of the title. It's
exactly there where it was agreed to be. I may have some issues with the mistake they may have
made but nothing about their personality or the kind of people they are. I apologize to their
families if there was any distress caused to them. I also want to thank all my fans, who stood by
me but I don't want them to turn against anyone especially Aamir. In an article published in
Economic and Political Weekly , Latika Gupta mentions that the film has serious problems when
seen from the gender perspective, in particular, that it follows the trend set by the film Jab We
Met in its use of women's sexual vulnerability to create sensation and humor. In one scene,
students, professors, and the chief guest are seen bursting with laughter hearing a speech
where the word balatkar rape figures 21 times and the word stan breast four times in the English
subtitles for international release, the words "screwed" and "bosom" are used instead. A Tamil
-language remake entitled Nanban was released in , [26] [27] [] and a Spanish-language Mexican
remake named 3 idiotas was released in When 3 Idiots released in China, the country was only
the 15th largest film market, partly due to China's widespread pirate DVD distribution at the
time. However, it was the pirate market that introduced 3 Idiots to most Chinese audiences,
becoming a cult film in the country. Aamir Khan gained a large growing Chinese fanbase as a
result. By , China grew to become the world's second-largest film market after the United States
, paving the way for Aamir Khan's Chinese box office success, with Dhoom 3 , PK , Dangal []
and Secret Superstar One reason for its success in East Asian markets such as China and Hong
Kong is because of their similar education systems, thus many students were able to identify
with the characters. In Korea, students of all ages â€” from young elementary children to

university graduate students â€” are trained to study under overwhelming pressure and
extremely high academic standards. In short, this movie is, really, our own story. The film had a
social impact on attitudes to education in Asia , including education in India [20] as well as
other Asian countries. The movie has served as a question bank for many local, family, zonal
and national quizzes. Big in Bollywood is a documentary film about American actor Omi Vaidya
's journey from a struggling Hollywood actor to a successful Bollywood breakthrough with 3
Idiots. When asked about plans of a 3 Idiots sequel in an interview with Hindustan Times ,
screenwriter Abhijat Joshi replied, saying, "Honestly, I don't know. So, I think the 3 Idiots sequel
may happen in the future, but these two I really want to work on. In January , director Rajkumar
Hirani and actor Aamir Khan confirmed that they were considering a 3 Idiots sequel. Khan told
reporters, ""Raju Hirani has given me a hint about ' 3 Idiots ' sequel and I am giving you all a
hint. The film will happen if and whenever he will write the script. Work on 3 Idiots will begin
only after Hirani is done with Munna Bhai 3. From Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia. Theatrical
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Someone by Chetan Bhagat. Feature film soundtrack. Phir Kabhi Well Done Abba Sonu Nigam ,
Shaan , Swanand Kirkire. Sonu Nigam, Shreya Ghoshal. Shantanu Moitra , Shaan. Suraj Jagan ,
Sharman Joshi. Many of these early avialans shared unusual anatomical features that may be
ancestral to modern birds, but were later lost during bird evolution. These features include
enlarged claws on the second toe which may have been held clear of the ground in life, and
long feathers or "hind wings" covering the hind limbs and feet, which may have been used in
aerial maneuvering. Enantiornithes occupied a wide array of ecological niches, from
sand-probing shorebirds and fish-eaters to tree-dwelling forms and seed-eaters. Diversification
of modern birds. The dates for the splits are much debated by scientists. Attempts to reconcile
the molecular and fossil evidence have proved controversial. Birds that employ many strategies
to obtain food or feed on a variety of food items are called generalists, while others that
concentrate time and effort on specific food items or have a single strategy to obtain food are
considered specialists. Some hunt insects by suddenly attacking from a branch. They may also
have other adaptations such as allowing their body temperature to rise, saving on moisture loss
from evaporative cooling or panting. Most birds scoop water in their beaks and raise their head
to let water run down the throat. Nesting sandgrouse and many plovers carry water to their
young by wetting their belly feathers. These migrations vary among the different groups. Before
migration, birds substantially increase body fats and reserves and reduce the size of some of
their organs. Subscribe to: Posts Atom. The film stars Aamir Khan , R. The film follows the
friendship of three students at an Indian engineering college and is a satire about the social
pressures under an Indian education system. It was also the highest-grossing film in its
opening weekend in India , had the highest opening day collections for an Indian film up until
that point and also held the record for the highest net collections in the first week for a
Bollywood film. In , students Farhan Qureshi and Raju Rastogi of the Imperial College of
Engineering in Delhi , struggle to compete within its cutthroat academic culture. Farhan is
passionate about wildlife photography but chose to join in order to appease his father, while
Raju is in need of a career that will extricate his family from poverty. Their roommate, the
eccentric Ranchoddas "Rancho" Shamaldas Chanchad, who is genuinely passionate about
engineering, gives unorthodox answers in class and frequently clashes with the ICE director,
Viru "virus" Sahastrabuddhe, since he believes that students should enjoy what they learn,
despite their strict teaching model. When a student named Joy Lobo commits suicide after
failing to meet a project deadline and being denied graduation by Virus, Rancho confronts Virus
about the pressure placed on the students to succeed, but his rebellious behavior puts a strain
on Farhan and Raju's relationships with their own families. Raju attempts to distance himself
from Rancho, but when Raju's paralyzed father needs a medical emergency, Rancho saves his
life by taking him to the hospital with the help of Virus' younger daughter Pia, who begins to fall
in love with Rancho. At the end of the year, Rancho is shown to have topped the school's
rankings despite his disdain for its education system, while Farhan and Raju continue to fall
behind. One night, while severely drunk, the trio have a discussion where Rancho chides
Farhan for abandoning his passion for photography and Raju for having developed a fear of
failure, but when the two bet Rancho to propose to Pia in exchange for giving up their own
fears, they decide to break into Virus' house, where Rancho confesses his feelings to Pia and
the other two urinate on his property. Virus spots Raju amidst their escape and tells Raju he will
be thrown out of campus unless he helps him expel Rancho. A distraught Raju attempts suicide
but recovers due to committed care from his friends and family. With a newfound perspective
on his life, Raju successfully applies for a job, while Farhan receives an apprenticeship offer
from his favorite photographer, Andre Istvan, and earns his father's blessings. An infuriated
Virus attempts to sabotage Raju's chances of success by holding an unfairly difficult exam.
With Pia's help, Rancho and Farhan break into his office to steal the exam papers and though
Raju refuses to cheat, the trio is caught and expelled by Virus. Pia confronts her father over her
brother's suicide, which was prompted by similar pressure placed on him by Virus to become
an engineer at the expense of his own ambitions. That night, during a rainstorm that causes
widespread flooding and power outrages, Virus' older daughter Mona, who is pregnant, goes
into labor. Unable to drive to a hospital, Rancho and the other students use their engineering
knowledge to quickly modify a vacuum cleaner into a ventouse and deliver the baby with the
help of Pia through a webcam. A grateful Virus acknowledges Rancho as an extraordinary
student and revokes the expulsions. On graduation day, Rancho promptly disappears and is
never seen by his friends again. Ten years later, Raju, now a business executive, and Farhan, a
photographer, are both successful in their chosen careers. Their former classmate and
academic rival Chatur, now a wealthy executive in an American company, also wants to meet
Rancho again because he wants to settle a bet he had made ten years prior after being
humiliated in a prank, stating that he would be more successful than Rancho. He calls them

claiming to know Rancho's whereabouts in Shimla , and the three of them head out to find him.
Upon arrival, they find a different man living by Rancho's name and degree. Upon confrontation,
the man explains that the "Ranchoddas Chanchad" they knew was actually "Chhote", his
family's orphaned servant boy, who was tasked with completing his entire education for him all
the way through, to earn a degree at ICE. He tells them Chhote had cut off all contact with his
friends due to a deal with Shamaldas Chanchad, and gives them his actual address in Ladakh.
Farhan and Raju decide to bring Pia along with them. Chatur protests the detour, as it would
jeopardize his planned meeting with the illustrious client "Phunsukh Wangdu," a renowned
scientist, but the duo crash Pia's wedding, and whisk her away from her fiance to go and reunite
with Rancho. In Ladakh, the group finds a thriving engineering school in the mountains for local
children. They learn that Rancho has kept up to date with their careers and reunite with him.
Rancho admits he is still in love with Pia and they decide to marry. Chatur assumes that Rancho
is a lowly schoolteacher, but Rancho reveals his real name to be Phunsukh Wangdu, the
successful client Chatur has been after. The friends happily celebrate their reunion and laugh at
the bewildered and desperate Chatur. Principal photography began on 28 July Hirani and his
team left in late August for the shoot with the principal cast. Hirani planned to wrap up the film
by December. From Mumbai, the crew and cast comprising Aamir and Kareena went to Ladakh
for a day schedule. The dormitory scenes were filmed at the institution's dormitory blocks. The
brains behind these innovations include Remya Jose, a student from Kerala , who created the
pedal operated washing-machine; [12] [34] [35] Mohammad Idris, a barber from Hasanpur Kalan
in Meerut district in Uttar Pradesh , who invented a bicycle-powered horse clipper; [13] and
Jahangir Painter, a painter from Maharashtra, who made the scooter-powered flour mill. The
film's soundtrack is composed by Shantanu Moitra with lyrics penned by Swanand Kirkire. The
film initially opened up on prints worldwide. It was expected to be the first Indian film to be
officially released on YouTube on 25 March , only 12 weeks after its initial theatrical release.
Officially, it was released on YouTube in May , but its access has since been restricted.
Following its success in other Asian markets , Japanese distributor Nikkatsu announced plans
to release the film in Japan. Unusual for an Indian film at the time, 3 Idiots became a success in
East Asian markets. Subhash K. Jha stated: "It's not that 3 Idiots is a flawless work of art. But it
is a vital, inspiring, and life-revising work of contemporary art with some heart imbued into
every part. In a country where students are driven to suicide by their impossible curriculum, 3
Idiots provides hope. Maybe cinema can't save lives. But cinema, sure as hell, can make you
feel life is worth living. The director takes the definition of entertainment into directions of social
comment". The second half of the film does falter in parts, especially the childbirth sequence,
but it doesn't take long for the film to jump back on track. Mayank Shekhar of the Hindustan
Times gave the film three and a half out of five stars and comments that "this is the sort of
movie you'll take home with a smile and a song on your lips. Do yourself and your family a
favour: Watch 3 Idiots. It's emotional, it's entertaining, it's enlightening. The film has
tremendous youth appeal and feel-good factor to work in a big way. Sonia Chopra of Sify gave
the film 3 stars and said "Though a bit too calculated and designed, 3 Idiots is still an ok option
for the significant message, interesting cast and scattered breezy moments. It was a satisfying
meal, don't get me wrong, but not the best meal I'd been expecting. The emotional truth that
shone through both the 'Munnabhai' movies doesn't come through strongly enough. On his
debut, he hit a hundred. With his second, he hit a triple century. It's okay, boss, chalta hai. Even
Sachin has an off day, and we still have great hope. The film has received praise overseas. A
typical Bollywood confection but also a social commentary on a dysfunctional engineering
school system that pressures huge numbers of students into suicide. The film was praised by
critics in East Asia and Southeast Asia. South China Morning Post wrote that the film "wraps a
heavy message in light comedy. It is satire at its best, a powerful indictment of India's education
system in which students cram for exams while stifling their dreams. In , Hollywood filmmaker
Steven Spielberg praised 3 Idiots , which he had seen three times and said he "loved the
emotional undertones. In addition, 3 Idiots won the Grand Prize at the 4th Videoyasan Awards,
[21] [22] held by a Japanese organisation of home video retailers in ; [18] 3 Idiots was selected
as 's best video release, beating thousands of films, anime and television shows, [22] including
domestic Japanese and foreign Hollywood productions. Prior to the release of the film director
Rajkumar Hirani commented on the relationship between Five Point Someone by Chetan Bhagat
and 3 Idiots stating:. A controversy developed a few days after the release, however, over the
fact that Chetan's credit, "Based on the novel Five Point Someone by Chetan Bhagat" appeared
in the closing credits rather than in the opening ones. They had bought the rights, made the
payment, and committed to a credit in the contract. It's there, but it's not about it being there,
it's about the placement and the prominence. He also argued that he was misled by the makers
of the film, though he noted, that "this has nothing to do with Mr. Aamir Khan [â€¦] I am a big fan

of Aamir and he has made my story reach people. However, he was told by the makers not to
read the book, and he hasn't. Thus, he cannot comment on the issue in a meaningful manner. A
few people responded to Chetan's statements. According to the Indo-Asian News Service IANS
producer Vidhu Vinod Chopra clarified that "in the agreement between the producer and
Bhagat, it was clearly mentioned that the author's name would be put in the closing credits". I
was provoked, but I shouldn't have done this. I saw myself on TV and saw how I was shouting
'shut up, shut up' like an animal. We drew a contract with him and it clearly mentions the
position of his credit. With open eyes, he had seen the contract, consulted his lawyer, and
signed the agreement [â€¦] In the contract, we have said that the title would be given in the
rolling credits. We haven't changed the font size. We haven't increased the speed of the title. It's
exactly there where it was agreed to be. I may have some issues with the mistake they may have
made but nothing about their personality or the kind of people they are. I apologize to their
families if there was any distress caused to them. I also want to thank all my fans, who stood by
me but I don't want them to turn against anyone especially Aamir. In an article published in
Economic and Political Weekly , Latika Gupta mentions that the film has serious problems when
seen from the gender perspective, in particular, that it follows the trend set by the film Jab We
Met in its use of women's sexual vulnerability to create sensation and humor. In one scene,
students, professors, and the chief guest are seen bursting with laughter hearing a speech
where the word balatkar rape figures 21 times and the word stan breast four times in the English
subtitles for international release, the words "screwed" and "bosom" are used instead. A Tamil
-language remake entitled Nanban was released in , [26] [27] [] and a Spanish-language Mexican
remake named 3 idiotas was released in When 3 Idiots released in China, the country was only
the 15th largest film market, partly due to China's widespread pirate DVD distribution at the
time. However, it was the pirate market that introduced 3 Idiots to most Chinese audiences,
becoming a cult film in the country. Aamir Khan gained a large growing Chinese fanbase as a
result. By , China grew to become the world's second-largest film market after the United States
, paving the way for Aamir Khan's Chinese box office success, with Dhoom 3 , PK , Dangal []
and Secret Superstar One reason for its success in East Asian markets such as China and Hong
Kong is because of their similar education systems, thus many students were able to identify
with the characters. In Korea, students of all ages â€” from young elementary children to
university graduate students â€” are trained to study under overwhelming pressure and
extremely high academic standards. In short, this movie is, really, our own story. The film had a
social impact on attitudes to education in Asia , including education in India [20] as well as
other Asian countries. The movie has served as a question bank for many local, family, zonal
and national quizzes. Big in Bollywood is a documentary film about American actor Omi Vaidya
's journey from a struggling Hollywood actor to a successful Bollywood breakthrough with 3
Idiots. When asked about plans of a 3 Idiots sequel in an interview with Hindustan Times ,
screenwriter Abhijat Joshi replied, saying, "Honestly, I don't know. So, I think the 3 Idiots sequel
may happen in the future, but these two I really want to work on. In January , director Rajkumar
Hirani and actor Aamir Khan confirmed that they were considering a 3 Idiots sequel. Khan told
reporters, ""Raju Hirani has given me a hint about ' 3 Idiots ' sequel and I am giving you all a
hint. The film will happen if and whenever he will write the script. Work on 3 Idiots will begin
only after Hirani is done with Munna Bhai 3. From Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia. Redirected
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proves, as the title track says, that generally 'all is well' with commercial Hindi cinema. Anil
Sinanan. Derek Elley. Despite its flaws, 3 Idiots conveys a powerful message about how
valuable your friends can be when they push you toward reaching your own highest potential.
Lisa Tsering. There's an unavoidable joie de vivre symbolized by Rancho's meditative mantra
"All is well" and a performance charm that make this one of the more naturally gregarious
Bollywood imports. Robert Abele. Aamir Khan is stupendous as the rule-breaker Rancho. But
the rest of the cast doesn't remain in the shadows. Nikhat Kazmi. Aside from the emotional
whiplash, 3 Idiots will be meaningful for anyone who has ever struggled to find their bliss. Itrath
Syed. This is the sort of movie you'll take home with a smile and a song on your lips. Mayank
Shekhar. Very much a character-driven piece, which not only makes the laughs bigger but also
earns a deeper involvement. Michael Dequina. A fabulous achievement across the board. A
typical Bollywood confection but also social commentary on a dysfunctional engineering
school system that pressures huge numbers of students into suicide. Louis Proyect. A
superstar for more than two decades, Aamir Khan has never been more popular than he is
today, in his mids. David Chute. Top Box Office. More Top Movies Trailers. Certified Fresh
Picks. Black Mirror: Season 5. Into The Dark: Season 2. Lovecraft Country: Season 1. The
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buy your ticket? View All Photos Movie Info. In college, Farhan and Raju form a great bond with
Rancho due to his positive and refreshing outlook to life. Years later, a bet gives them a chance
to look for their long-lost friend whose existence seems rather elusive. Rajkumar Hirani. Vidhu
Vinod Chopra. Rajkumar Hirani , Abhijit Joshi. Nov 29, Aamir Khan Rancho. Kareena Kapoor
Pia. Madhavan Farhan Qureshi. Sharman Joshi Hari. Boman Irani Viru Sahastrabudhhe. Akhil
Mishra Hindi Teacher. Mona Singh. Rajeev Ravindranathan. Pitobash Tripathy. Aakash
Dabhade. Rajkumar Hirani Director. Rajkumar Hirani Screenwriter. Abhijit Joshi Screenwriter.
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4, Rating: 3. February 15, Full Reviewâ€¦. January 5, Full Reviewâ€¦. View All Critic Reviews Aug
13, Despite Aamir Khan's charismatic performance, this initially amusing comedy gets sadly
lost in a melodramatic second half full of ludicrous situations and unnecessary revelations, with
a pathetic conclusion that believes that hugs and laughs are enough to solve everything. Carlos
M Super Reviewer. Aug 18, Whatever you do, when you sit by a corner, when you do some
chores, and most especially when you try to get to sleep, it haunts you. Some films are just so
powerful and captivating that its memories stay with you forever. I am greatly blessed to have
seen 3 Idiots. Maymay A Super Reviewer. Mar 24, Films that tend to have something significant
to say about the education system get mix results out of me. I have my personal feelings and
my objective feelings about education that either agree or disagree with what's presented. With
"3 Idiots" there is no such problem with it message on a personal level I support it and on an
objective level is what education should encourage. They revisit their college days and recall
the memories of their friend who inspired them to think differently, even as the rest of the world
called them "idiots". The plot is excellently written. Our protagonists tackle the education
system of grades and points being rewarded whereas knowledge and understanding is
forgotten. The tackling of thus issue is something that not only I could get behind as a college
student, but as a common person. The central characters are well rounded each changing
gradually through the course of the film with each facing their own relatable conflicts. One
minor complaint was the avoidance of a touchy topic on students suicide which is brought up
but not given much of an examination. It returns as a somewhat force plot point. Somewhat
because it made sense since one of the protagonists is stressed, but went against the character
intelligence. The subject is brought out of nowhere while serving a purpose is not a natural
re-occurrence. Aside from that minor complaint all is well with this comedy blending well with
drama. Aamir Khan acting is excellent in this film. He has the mannerism and acts exactly like a
college student. His clothing and body language suggest college student, but his physical
appearance at least for me was tough to get past at times for he looked older than most of cast.
Ramanujan Madhavan contains a certain innocence which he embodies into his character. His
character shyness never feels like a restrainment of Madhavan talent. Sharman Joshi plays the
most stressed of the "3 Idiots" allowing him more flexibility in the dramatic and balancing into
humor. Boman Irani is easily comfortable playing an oppressive dean. His impeccable
performance matches that of Aamir Khan. Kareena Kapoor is fun in her comedic bits. The music
while forgettable is amusing to listen to. The trio of Ramanujan Madhavan, Sharman Joshi, and
Aamir Khan is a match made in heaven with their fun being shared with the audience. A great
story and good cast balances it material with an intelligent delivery of a good message goes
above your typical comedy. Caesar M Super Reviewer. Aug 20, While having a decidedly
Bollywood movie plot, the execution in "3 Idiots" is quite the contrast to Bollywood norms. Of
course, it wouldn't be Bollywood without the choreographed dances to songs, but its tunes are
uncharacteristically more varied and influenced by other music genres. The movie pushes
boundaries by challenging India's current model in its education system and overtly
conservative traditions, which is a welcome to the usual love-and-crime type of storylines.
Using the emotional weights of academic suicide resulting from family and societal pressures,
plus good humour and body gags without going overboard, "3 Idiots" is both an entertaining

and informational watch. Chihoe H Super Reviewer. See all Audience reviews. Rancho: in the
future when you think of just giving up on life, remember that the letter was in your hands, the
cab was at the gate, only if you had thought about it once more, your entire life would have been
better. Rancho: In the future when you think of just giving up on life, remember that the letter
was in your hands, the cab was at the gate, only if you had thought about it once more, your
entire life would have been better. Farhan: I am scared that my father won't allow me to be a
photographer. Rancho: Follow your dream. Don't study something that you know you're bad at
and follow your passion. Raju: I have learnt to stand up on my feet after having broken both my
legs Raju: I have learnt to stand up on my feet after having broken both my legs. Rancho:
Learning is not memorizing the exact words from the book. Learning is understanding it and
being able to explain it in your own words Rancho: Learning is not memorizing the exact words
from the book. Learning is understanding it and being able to explain it in your own words. View
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would have been better. Follow your dream. Learning is not memorizing the exact words from
the book. Owing to the deal between 3 idiots producer and YouTube, one would be able to
download the movie for a price after 12 weeks of the release. Vidhu Vinod Chopra, producer of
the movie has taken this bold step owing to the piracy challenges. First and foremost, this is a
bold move by any Bollywood producer to embrace the digital platform for movie release also
see: Digitization of Indian Cinema , but the smart move is not just the multi-platform launch. I
just want them to discourage pirated prints. They just need to wait for 12 weeks and after that
they can legally download the movie and watch it. Tomorrow if there is a facility to watch
movies on mobile phones, the film will be available there but in appropriate time. Earlier, couple
of Bollywood movies have been released on DTH and while YouTube launch sounds democratic
in nature everyone is invited , do you think they is a mere PR exercise? Downloading a 3 hour
movie from Youtube â€” Given the broadband penetration, only the premium crowd can really
afford to do this. So is this merely a PR exercise? To create buzz those who really want to watch
the movie will watch the movie and will
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